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ABSTRACT
AUTONOMOUS RECORDING UNITS AS AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD FOR
MONITORING SONGBIRDS

MAY 2020
LINDSAY A. CLOUGH, B.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Directed by: Professor David I. King

There is an increasing interest in the use of autonomous recording units as an
alternative survey method to point count surveys conducted by human observers;
however, questions remain about whether or not these recording units perform similarly
to point count surveys and produce valid, comparable results. The use of individual
listeners to transcribe the acoustic data collected by autonomous recording units is a
common method for the analysis of recorded acoustic data, but potential variability
among transcribers raises questions about the standardization of listening protocols to
decrease inconsistencies in transcription results.
Autonomous recording units have been used to monitor birds in and around
Brimfield State Forest in Brimfield, Massachusetts since 2012, after a tornado severely
damaged a large area of the forest and surrounding properties. In 2016 and 2017, I
conducted 71 10-minute point count surveys while simultaneously recording the survey
with an autonomous recording unit in three habitat types in and around Brimfield State
Forest in Brimfield, Massachusetts. I transcribed the acoustic data from the recordings
and compared it to the results of the point count surveys to determine if autonomous
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recording units performed as well as point count surveys. To assess variability among
listeners, four listeners transcribed the same sample of 30 recordings and a sub-sample of
6 of those recordings that were created during the 2014 field season using two different
listening protocols. The first protocol instructed listeners to play each recording straight
through without stopping, and the second protocol instructed listeners to stop and replay
any part of the recording they needed to and also use outside sources to aid in species
identification. I compared the number of species, individuals, distant individuals, and
mean counts (uncorrected abundance), corrected abundance and detectability of focal
species between both survey methods, among all listeners using both listening protocols,
and where possible between habitat types to assess differences in method performance
and listener variability. I tested for correlation between autonomous recording units and
point counts using the uncorrected and corrected abundance estimates.
The number of species and number of individuals detected did not differ between
survey methods overall and for each habitat individually; however, in each habitat type,
more individuals were classified as distant by autonomous recording units overall for all
habitats. The number of species detected did not differ between listeners overall and for
in each habitat using either listening protocol. The number of individuals and distant
individuals detected differed significantly between listeners and within certain habitats
using the first listening protocol. There were no differences in the number of species,
individuals, or distant individuals detected overall between listeners using the second
listening protocol, but there were significant differences in individuals and distant
individuals detected between habitats by listeners. Corrected and uncorrected abundance
estimates between autonomous recording units and point count surveys were highly
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correlated, and there were no differences in detection probabilities for the focal 23
species between survey methods and among habitat types. Only 2 out of 18 focal species
indicated a significant difference in detection probability between listeners using both
listening protocols.
Based on the results of my study, I conclude that autonomous recording units
perform at least as well as human observers conducting point count surveys, and that
multiple listeners transcribing the same acoustic data do not show high levels of variation
in the results of their transcriptions.
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CHAPTER 1
LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Introduction
Point count surveys are one of the most frequently used methods for surveying
songbirds (Rosenstock et al. 2002), and they require an observer to identify and record all
birds seen or heard at a specified point location for a predetermined amount of time
(Ralph et al. 1995). These point counts can be limited to a fixed-radius (Hutto et al.
1986), where only birds detected within that radius are recorded, or they can have
unlimited radius with all birds that are detected during the survey period being recorded
(Celis-Murillo et al. 2009). Although point counts are considered the standard method for
surveying birds, they do require a skilled observer to be present to do the survey, which
can also be costly to a research project (Hobson et al. 2002, Hutto and Stutzman 2009,
Venier et al 2012). Often the need for skilled observers who can accurately identify bird
species is greater than the “supply” of them (Hobson et al. 2002), and volunteers are used
to collect point count data. Using a volunteer-based approach can reduce costs of a
research project (Venier et al. 2012); however, using surveyors who are potentially less
experienced in bird species identification can compromise the quality of the data (Hutto
and Stutzman 2009, Alldredge et al. 2007). Alternatives to using human conducted point
counts have been explored to try to alleviate some of these challenges, one of which is
using autonomous recording units.
Autonomous recording units (ARUs) are another option available to use when
surveying various kinds of animals, including birds, bats and amphibians (Rempel et al.
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2005, Celis-Murillo et al. 2009, Acevedo and Villanueva-Rivera 2006, Campbell and
Francis 2011). ARUs can be programmed to passively collect survey data at specified
times throughout the day or night (Zwart et al. 2014), or they can be used manually to
record one survey at a time (Venier et al. 2012). The ARUs used in this study were the
Wildlife Acoustics Song Meter SM2+ with two SMX-II microphones (Wildlife Acoustics
Inc., Maynard, MA, USA) (Fig. 1). Klingbeil and Willig (2015), Van Wilgenburg et al.
(2017), Kulaga and Budka (2019), Alquezar and Machado (2015) and Zwart et al. (2014),
also used these Song Meters in studies that compared point count surveys and ARUs. The
Song Meter SM2+ is a square waterproof ARU that has a removable cover, and inside of
the ARU there is a small screen, a number of buttons to assist in programming the time,
date and scheduled surveys, four slots that can hold one micro SD card each, four D size
batteries that power the ARU itself, and two AA size batteries that power the clock in the
ARU. When the cover is removed the ARU can be turned on and either be programmed
to recorded at set times throughout a 24-hour period, continuously record for days at a
time, or the user can start and stop a one-time recording as I did for the surveys in this
study. On the outside of the ARU, a microphone attaches to either side of the case near
the top of the ARU. If the ARU is programmed to record and left at a survey site, the
cover is attached with four screws and to deploy the ARU it can be attached to a tree or
post with either a strap around the ARU or hung on a tree or post with a nail (Fig. 1).
Although there is an initial upfront cost to purchase ARUs, their use (over a field
technician) to collect survey data can be cost effective and allow all vocally active birds
to be detected and recorded within an area around the survey point (Kulaga and Budka
2019). However, using ARUs to collect bird survey data still potentially requires the need
2

for a technician to listen to and transcribe the audio data back in a lab setting (Hutto and
Stutzman 2009, Celis-Murillo et al. 2009, Acevedo and Villanueva-Rivera 2006), if
automated transcription software is not used. ARUs also cannot detect silent birds, which
would eliminate detections of any birds present but not vocalizing (Hutto and Stutzman
2009, Celis-Murillo et al. 2009, Acevedo and Villanueva-Rivera 2006). Without visual
detections, estimates of species richness and abundance may be biased.
1.2 Current Research on Method Comparison
Despite an increased interest in the use of Autonomous recording units (ARUs) as a
substitute for avian point counts conducted by humans, still questions remain whether
they perform as well as point counts and produce valid, comparable results. Studies have
used different metrics to assess differences between these two methods, including species
richness, the number of individuals detected, abundance estimates, and detection
probabilities (Celis-Murillo et al. 2009, Alquezar and Machado 2015, Hobson et al. 2002,
Hutto and Stutzman 2009, Holmes et al. 2014, Towsey et al. 2013). Results from
Haselmayer and Quinn (2000), Venier et al. (2012), Celis-Murillo et al. (2012) and
Alquezar and Machado (2015) indicated that both survey methods performed similarly,
and suggested that ARUs were a suitable substitute for point count surveys when
evaluating species richness.
These methods have also been tested in different habitats and for different species to
evaluate if one method may be preferred over the other for certain habitats or species
(Zwart et al. 2014, Sidie-Slettedahl et al. 2015, Klingbeil and Willig 2015, Tegeler et al.
2012, Kulaga and Budka, 2019). Kulaga and Budka (2019) compared point count surveys
with ARUs in forested areas and farmland and found that 82% of species were identified
3

only acoustically via recorded surveys, but in farmland areas only 51% of species were
identified only by ARUs. They reported a significant difference (P < 0.001) in species
identification between these two methods in each of the habitats. Sidie-Slettedahl et al.
(2015) tested these methods and their detection of Yellow rails, Le Conte’s sparrow and
Nelson’s sparrow and reported that ARUs did not detect any of these species as well as
human observers did. They felt that the species they targeted in their study were possibly
too quiet to be detected by the ARU and that human observers were better able to detect
faint calls from less vocal species. In contrast, Venier et al. (2012) found that ARUs and
point count surveys detected species equally well with only a few exceptions for certain
species.
However, despite multiple studies finding that ARUs performed similarly to point
count surveys there are a number of studies that documented that ARUs performed better
when compared to point counts. Hobson et al. (2002) felt that, although they found no
statistically significant differences in abundance estimates between methods, they
recommended using ARUs instead of point count surveys was advantageous because they
could be set to survey in a wider range of areas at the same time, increasing the area
covered at one time. They also felt that being able to collect survey data without the need
for experienced field observers conducting the point counts was still more cost beneficial
even though it necessitates hiring someone to later transcribe the acoustic data.
Acevedo and Villanueva-Rivera (2006) found that ARUs produced a higher
quality and quantity of data when compared to field observers conducting point counts,
with ARUs identifying more species that point count surveys at each survey location. In
their study, point counts identified 16 out of the 19 species detected, while ARUs
4

identified 17 species, and three additional species that were not identified by point
counts. They also stated that it was advantageous that the ARU could record a total of 24
7-minute surveys in a 24 hour period, increasing the amount of data they could collect
when compared to an observer conducting point count surveys.
Celis-Murillo et al. (2009) found that ARUs performed better over traditional
point count surveys. Celis-Murillo et al. (2009) found that both survey methods detected
similar numbers of species, but the composition of those species detected were different
for each method, and they determined that ARUs were more accurate at detecting rare
species of conservation concern. Two rare species they noted were the Yellow-breasted
Chat (Icteria virens) and Least Bell’s Vireo (Vireo bellii), for which detections were 29%
and 33% higher when using an ARU when compared to a human observer. Their study
also used a time removal model (Farnsworth et al. 2002) to estimate detectability, and
their results indicated that overall the probability of detecting birds was higher when
transcribing ARU recordings back in a laboratory than during a point count survey.
Celis-Murillo et al. (2009), Hutto and Stutzman (2009), Haselmayer and Quinn
(2000), Alquezar and Machado (2015), Kulaga and Budka (2019), Tegeler et al. (2012)
and Wimmer et al. (2013) all also used the same method as protocol 2 to transcribe their
audio recordings: allowing transcribers to repeat parts of the survey and use outside
resources to make the most accurate identifications. It seems like this is the more widely
used method of transcription, whereas the method that is similar to protocol 1, where
listeners only listen to the recorded survey one time without stopping, was only used in a
study done by Venier et al. (2012).
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When these two methods were compared in surveying European Nightjar
(Caprimulgus europaeus), Zwart el al. (2014) established that recorders were better than
human observers at detecting this species. Out of 22 survey periods, ARUs detected
European Nightjars on 19 surveys, while field observers only detected the species on six
of those surveys. They reported a 217% increase in the detection of nightjars when ARUs
were deployed overnight, when compared to human observers, and stated that the longer
the recording unit was deployed, the more accurate the recorders performance is.
Acevedo and Villanueva-Rivera (2006) also found that when ARUs were deployed for
longer periods of time and set to record independently, records collected a larger and
more accurate amount of data.
In contrast, Hutto and Stutzman (2009) found that human observers performed
better, citing that the average number of species per survey location was significantly
greater for point counts than for ARUs. They reported that 9.7% of all species were
recorded by ARUs only, while 40.9% of species were recorded by observers during point
counts only. Reasons for the poor performance of ARUs included birds that were too
distant to be recorded, birds present only exhibited visual cues, and sounds were too
difficult to identify from a recorded survey. In this study, the cost-benefit of using ARUs
while still having to hire technicians to transcribe the data back in a lab did not prove to
be worth replacing point count surveys with the use of ARUs, according to their results.
Hutto and Stutzman (2009) did note that although they felt that ARUs might perform
better than human observers if they were deployed for longer surveys, the longer
recorded surveys would still require more time to transcribe, increasing the costs of
analysis.
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1.3 Drawbacks to Using ARUs
Despite many of the aforementioned studies finding that ARUs out-performed human
observers conducting point counts, recording units still come with potential
disadvantages in their use. Multiple studies, including Celis-Murillo et al (2009), Hobson
et al. (2002), Venier et al. (2012), used estimates of species abundance between survey
methods as a way to compare them. However, other studies state that metrics like
abundance and density cannot be determined from acoustic data partly because of the
inability to estimate distances of detections from a recording (Haselmayer and Quinn
2000, Kulaga and Budka 2019, Alquezar and Machado 2015). Kulaga and Budka (2019)
felt that distances at which certain species were vocalizing from could not be determined,
and without being able to determine if an individual is within a certain measured area
density cannot be accurately calculated. Sidie-Slettedahl et al. (2015) found that human
observers were more able to identify faint calls and that they could differentiate between
multiple individuals calling at the same time, enabling them to produce more accurate
abundance estimates than ARUs.
Kulaga and Budka (2019) compared the number of species detected and the
similarity of those species between survey methods to assess method performance.
However, they did not use abundance as a metric to compare methods as other studies did
(Celis-Murillo et al 2009, Hobson et al. 2002, Venier et al. 2012) because different
species are detected at different distances, and it can be difficult to determine those
distances from a recorded survey. Hobson et al. (2002) reported the same concerns,
stating that prior to beginning their study they were wary of not being able to accurately
gauge the distance limits of recordings, therefore where individual birds were being
7

detected and abundance estimates for certain species. Haselmayer and Quinn (2000) also
used species richness to compare the two survey methods and found that although
recordings are an accurate source for creating lists of species present at a survey, they felt
that they could not be used to estimate the abundance of individual species. To calculate
density, distances to detections need to be accurately determined (Ralph et al. 1995), to
establish the area over which the survey is occurring. Because of the lack of ability to
accurately determine distances or locations of singing individuals from recordings,
density is another estimate that cannot be determined from acoustic data created by
ARUs (Acevedo and Villanueva-Rivera 2006).
Another approach to overcoming issues in distance estimation from recorded
surveys is using reference audio playback at predetermined distances prior to collecting
audio data to standardize detection limits (Darras et al. 2018). In addition to creating
distance references through audio playbacks, Darras et al. (2018) also suggests that at the
beginning of a recorded survey an observer should record the first visual detection with a
range finder so that the recorded detection could be used as another reference with a
known distance to increase the accuracy of the estimated distance. They show that it is
possible to standardize detection ranges from sound recordings and also encourage
researchers to test and refine this method in other conditions. However, the method that
Darras et al. (2018) uses does not take in to account the different directions birds could be
vocalizing in, or the volume at which they project their songs and calls at.
ARUs are also often seen as more cost-effective than having to pay skilled field
observers to conduct surveys (Klingbeil and Willig 2015), however the recording units
also can be costly to purchase and maintain, and multiple units would be needed to cover
8

a larger spatial area (Shonfield and Bayne 2017). Costs associated with using ARUs are
not limited to purchasing the equipment required to us them as a survey method.
Purchasing multiple recording units initially can pose a large cost to a research study
(Shonfield and Bayne 2017), but once they are purchased they can collect a large amount
of data in multiple areas at the same time in the absence of skilled field observers (Hutto
and Stutzman 2009, Haselmayer and Quinn 2000). However, recorded survey data still
needs to be transcribed or analyzed back in a laboratory setting which could still require a
skilled technician to potentially be compensated for this work, if not already on staff for
the project (Hobson et al. 2002, Tegeler et al. 2012, Haselmayer and Quinn 2000, Hutto
and Stutzman 2009).

1.4 Manual vs. Automated Transcription
Once survey data is obtained from ARUs, it has to be transcribed and analyzed.
There are two methods to achieve this, which involve either a technician manually
transcribing by listening to each recording (Hutto and Stutzman 2009, Haselmayer and
Quinn 2000, Alquezar and Machado 2015), or the use of an automated program or
software to analyze the audio data (Zwart et al. 2014, Digby et al. 2013, Marques et al.
2013, Zhang et al. 2016).
Acevedo and Villanueva-Rivera (2006), Alquezar and Machado (2015), Hutto
and Stutzman (2009) and Haselmayer and Quinn (2000) all used the manual listener
approach in their studies. The same experienced observer that conducted point counts and
ARU recordings analyzed all of the acoustic data by listening to the recordings and using
9

outside sources to confirm species they were unsure of (Alquezar and Machado 2015).
Another approach that was used by Acevedo and Villanueva-Rivera (2006) and
Haselmayer and Quinn (2000) involved one or more listeners on staff for the research
project listening to the recordings and compiling species lists from each survey.
Additionally, Haselymayer and Quinn (2000) also had an expert from the Cornell Lab of
Ornithology listen to a sample of already transcribed recordings to check for accuracy of
identification.
Although this manual method is used often, it can ultimately be very time
consuming if there is a large quantity of acoustic data to transcribe, sometimes taking
twice the time of the actual length of the recording itself (Zhang et al. 2016, Wimmer et
al. 2013, Sidie-Slettedahl et al. 2015). In a report on the automatic detection of Cerulean
Warblers (Setophaga cerulea), Agranat (2007) estimated that 250 hours of listening to
recorded surveys manually could be cut down to 80 hours by manually scanning
spectrograms, and reduced to just one hour by using bioacoustics software that
automatically scanned acoustic data. Zwart et al. (2014) utilized the Song Scope 4.1.3A
software created by Wildlife Acoustics Inc. to generate “recognizers”, where they
provided the software with sample sounds, churring or flight calls, that the software could
then use to automatically analyze their data for those specifics sounds. They consulted
with Wildlife Acoustics to ensure they were using the best settings to achieve the most
accurate results when generating the recognizer they used. A number of different
combinations of settings were tested to ensure choosing the settings that created the
lowest false positive and false negative rates. An alternative to using an already existing
software to analyze acoustic data is to create custom software in various coding
10

languages to recognize pre-determined songs or calls (Digby et al. 2013). Although
Digby et al. (2013) were confident in the accuracy of the software they created, they did
note that it was preferable to use this software when detecting species with low call
variability. They also found that the software had trouble identifying songs or calls when
they overlapped with other individuals or other sources of noise on the recording.
Both of these methods of transcription are used in multiple studies conducting this
kind of research, but there may be certain situations in which one would be more
effective or efficient to use over the other one. Of the four studies mentioned above that
used the manual approach (Acevedo and Villanueva-Rivera (2006), Alquezar and
Machado (2015), Hutto and Stutzman (2009) and Haselmayer and Quinn (2000)), three
of them had sample sizes of fewer than 60 surveys. Four of the studies that used an
automated transcription approach had sample sizes of over 100 surveys (Zhang et al.
2016, Wimmer et al. 2013, Sidie-Slettedahl et al. 2015, Agranat et al. 2007), with
Agranat et al. analyzing the equivalent of 1,506 10 minute surveys in their study. It seems
that studies with larger sample sizes or larger amounts of acoustic data to analyze would
greatly benefit from using an automated method of transcription to cut down on
processing time, whereas studies that have smaller sample sizes or less data to process are
able to take the time to manually transcribe the acoustic data.
1.5 Listener Variability research
Variability among observers when surveying birds has been studied for a number
of years (Cyr 1981, Kepler and Scott 1981, Emlen and DeJong 1992, and Rempel et al.
2005), and with the advancement towards using ARUs instead of human observers that
variability moves from birds detected in the field to birds detected when transcribing
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audio data. When recorded surveys are manually analyzed, as discussed earlier, a trained
listener is needed to transcribe the audio data back in a lab setting (Tegeler et al. 2012,
Haselmayer and Quinn 2000, Hutto and Stutzman 2009).
Rempel et al. (2005) tested for variation among six experienced observers by
instructing them to extract vocalizations from thirty 10-minute recordings, and their
results were compared using the Sorenson similarity coefficient to assess observer
differences. They found that listeners consistently identified the same common species
and counted the same number of individuals from the sample recordings. In contrast,
Campbell and Francis (2011) compared six listeners with point count experience using 80
recordings and found that listeners differed significantly in the mean number of species
detected. They concluded that although the number of species detected on each recording
advocates that ARUs could supplement research studies, variability in observers still
needs to be addressed in analysis methods for this kind of data. To account for potential
variability in results from different listeners, training programs have been developed and
implemented prior to observers conducting surveys (Kepler and Scott 1981). By doing
this, experience and ability among observers can be standardized and observer
differences affecting results are minimized (Kepler and Scott 1981).
Developing correction factors to make up for different hearing abilities prior to
listeners transcribing audio data is another approach that has been used when there is
concern about variation in data transcription from multiple observers (Emlen and DeJong
1992). Emlen and DeJong (1992) used personal audiograms (a visual depiction of a
person’s hearing ability) of observers and superimposed them on to spectrograms of
selected bird species. An indicated relationship between the two was used as a way to
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develop correction factors and adjust for differences in hearing abilities among listeners.
They suggest that if a researcher is using this technique, they have all surveyors produce
a clinical audiogram for comparison so that they may apply the right adjustments or
correction factors while analyzing data from surveys in their reports.

1.6 Conclusion
The comparison between autonomous recording units and point count surveys is
relatively well researched when the number of species or individual birds detected are
compared. However, there are conflicting opinions on whether other metrics, such as
abundance and density, can be accurately estimated from audio data (Hobson et al. 2002,
Kulaga and Budka 2019). Often those two estimates rely on the spatial area of the survey,
and without visual cues to estimate distance, those cannot be accurately calculated.
Differences in observers transcribing recorded surveys have been studied less, and
indicate conflicting results in the levels of variability between listeners (Rempel et al.
2004, Cyr 1981). Further research is needed on the ability to estimate detection from
recorded surveys and the effects varying distances may have on abundance and density
estimates, and the variability between listeners interpreting recorded survey data. In the
next chapter, I will present and discuss the results of my research on the comparison of
point count surveys and ARUs, and the assessment of variability between listeners
transcribing recorded survey data.
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CHAPTER 2

AN ASSESSMENT OF SURVEY METHODS AND LISTENER VARIABILITY
USING
AUTONOMOUS RECORDING UNITS
2.1 Introduction
The tornado that occurred in south central Massachusetts in June of 2011
provided an opportunity to study multiple habitats that were impacted by a natural
disturbance in one area. Changes in forest structure after a disturbance include decreases
in large trees, increases in areas of open canopy, increases in woody debris and
vegetation and increases in distances between patches of forested areas (McGlinn et al.
2010). This can have an impact on the bird communities in these areas post-disturbance,
and studying their responses to wind disturbance can help to guide management practices
after disturbances that aim to manage for certain bird species or habitat regrowth
(McGlinn et al. 2010, Hanberry and Thompson 2019). This is important because early
successional forest can become thick, closed forest in a relatively short amount of time,
and is often managed as such instead of re-introducing disturbance to maintain areas of
early successional habitat. Post-disturbance habitat management provides an ongoing
opportunity to manage for species that depend on early successional forest (Hanberry and
Thompson 2019).
In the years following the tornado, a number of privately owned properties that
had been impacted by the tornado had their land cleared or logged of downed trees and
debris. Salvage logging is often used to alleviate financial losses after a disturbance such
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as a tornado (Fraver et al. 2017), and it can promote forest regeneration and the growth of
early successional forest (Sessions et al. 2004). There is debate of whether salvage
logging has a negative impact on living trees in the salvage area post disturbance, but
both Fraver et al. (2017) and Man et al. (2013) found that salvage logging projects did not
reduce the number of living trees in an area post wind disturbance in comparison to the
initial disturbance.
Surveying forest, damage and salvage habitat types post-disturbance with two
survey methods not only provided an opportunity to compare survey methods overall and
between habitat types, but it also provided an opportunity to compare differences in the
bird community between these areas after a tornado. Surveying multiple habitats with
two different survey methods could potentially determine if one method is preferred over
another depending on the habitat type being surveyed (Zwart et al. 2014, Sidie-Slettedahl
et al. 2015, Klingbeil and Willig 2015, Tegeler et al. 2012, Kulaga and Budka, 2019).
Species composition between different habitat types, whether being surveyed by ARUs or
not, is expected to differ, with species including Prairie warbler (Setophaga discolor),
Chestnut-sided warbler (Setophaga pensylvanica) and Common yellowthroat (Geothlypis
trichas) utilizing early successional habitat that is created by disturbance (Hanberry et al.
2019), and species including Ovenbird (Seiurus aurocapillus), Red-eyed vireo (Vireo
olivaceus) and Northern cardinal (Cardinalis cardinalis) utilizing mature forest habitat
(Donovan and Flather 2002). Kulaga and Budka (2019) found that species composition
differed between forested areas and areas of farmland, reporting that 26 species were
detected only at forest survey points, and 27 species were detected only at farmland
survey points.
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Autonomous recording units (ARUs) are being used as an alternative to human
conducted point counts to more efficiently collect larger amounts of data when surveying
birds. Historically, point count surveys have been used to assess the presence or absence
of species at a study sight, as well as to study species richness, abundance and
detectability (Tegeler et el. 2012, Hutto and Stutzman 2009, Rosenstock et al 2002,
Acevedo and Villanueva-Rivera 2006). ARUs are now being considered as a substitute to
point counts in bird studies to help increase the amount and quality of data collected at a
given survey site (Hutto and Stuztman 2009, Acevedo and Villanueva-Rivera, 2006).
With the help of new advancements in the design and use of recording devices, they have
become a more widely used survey method because they help to reduce biases related to
point count surveys, and can increase the amount of data collected by one surveyor
(Hobson et al. 2002).
There are multiple benefits associated with the use of ARUs that make them a
potentially effective method for surveying birds. To use point counts as a method of
surveying, an individual who is familiar or trained in bird identification is needed to
conduct each individual point count (Hutto and Stuztman 2009, Venier et al. 2012). An
individual surveyor’s ability to detect birds both visually and audibly vary from person to
person, and a benefit of using ARUs is to minimize or eliminate this variability in the
data collected (Cyr 1981, Kepler and Scott 1981, Tegeler et al. 2012). Volunteers or
student technicians with varying abilities are often relied on to conduct point count
surveys for research projects, and this can affect the quality of data being collected and
jeopardize the validity of the results (Hutto and Stutzman 2009, Alldredge at el. 2007).
Another benefit to using ARUs instead of a point counts is the amount of data that can be
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efficiently collected by a single observer (Vernier et al. 2012). The ability to collect large
amounts of data during a field season can require multiple skilled observers to conduct
point count surveys; yet, the demand for these skilled observers often exceeds the
‘supply’ of sufficiently trained surveyors in bird species detection (Hobson et al. 2002).
Using ARUs to conduct bird surveys enables a single surveyor to collect data from
multiple locations concurrently for either preset periods of time, or continuously for
multiple days at a time (Alqeuzar and Machado 2015, Acevedo and Villanueva-Rivera
2006, Haselmayer and Quinn 2000). This approach decreases the need for a more skilled
observer to conduct point count surveys and enables multiple surveys to be recorded at
the same time, in various locations.
Another benefit of using an ARU to record surveys is that the deployment of an
ARU at a given survey site removes the need for a technician to be present at the time of
the recorded survey (Haselmayer and Quinn 2000). The presence of a human at a point
count location can affect bird behavior, which may influence the data collected (Acevedo
and Villanueva-Rivera 2006). After arriving at a survey site, setting up the equipment,
and starting the timed point count, there is an increased chance of birds dispersing from
the area because of this small disturbance, or deciding to not call or sing for the duration
of the survey because of the presence of the observer (Campbell and Francis 2011). By
setting scheduled survey times on these recorders and leaving them unattended for a
predetermined period of time, the surveys can start and stop without the disturbances
caused by an observer arriving at a survey site and being present for the survey.
Additionally, surveys can occur at any time of day and in any weather, which helps to
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provide a broad range of data at each site without an individual needing to be there at all
times (Hobson et al. 2002, Hutto and Stutzman 2009, Venier et al 2012).
There are a number of different challenges that come with using an ARU to
collect survey data, which include the time and effort still needed to analyze recorded
surveys either manually or automatically, the potential for missed detections of species
that are less vocal, and the lack of ability to detect birds visually (Alquezar and Machado
2015, Acevedo and Villanueva-Rivera 2006). Acoustic data from recorded surveys can
be analyzed with automated programs, or manually by a trained listener (Marques et al.
2013, Zhang et al. 2016, Wimmer et al. 2013, Towsey et al. 2012). There are a number of
software programs, which produce spectrograms, that can be purchased to do this (Digby
et al. 2013,Tegeler at al. 2012), and custom programs can be created to do this using
different coding software (Digby et al. 2013). Automated analyzing techniques can
provide an efficient way to analyze large quantities of data, but because bird
vocalizations are complex and often unpredictable these methods are still being refined
for accuracy by testing different kinds of classification methods that include decision
trees or observing acoustic patterns in datasets (Zhang et al. 2016). Automated analysis
for large numbers of species can also produce larger numbers of false positive or negative
identifications (Zhang et al. 2016, Wimmer et al. 2013).
Manually analyzing recorded data, which involves technicians listening to the
recorded surveys and ‘manually’ identifying the detections on them (Tegeler et al. 2012,
Haselmayer and Quinn 2000, Hutto and Stutzman 2009), can help to minimize the
problems presented with automated analysis and produce accurate results. However,
manual analysis requires an experienced analyst and can be very time consuming because
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of the need to replay and re-listen to the recording to accurately identify all species
present (Zhang et al. 2016, Wimmer et al. 2013). If the manual method of transcribing
recordings is used, there is the potential for variability among individuals listening to the
recording (Cyr 1981, Kepler and Scott 1981). In this study, I used two different listening
protocols to assess variability among listeners and determine if one method of
transcribing acoustic data provides more accurate results over the other.
Often times ARUs are used in combination with another survey method, such as
point counts, transects or mist nets (Acevedo and Villanueva-Rivera 2006). Because there
are benefits and drawbacks to each of these survey methods, a number of studies have
compared the results of point counts to a variety of different acoustic recording set ups to
determine if there are differences between how they perform (Haselmayer and Quinn
2000, Hutto and Stutzman 2009, Alqeuzar and Machado 2015, Cellis-Murillo et al.
2009). Presence of a species, numbers of individuals detected, species richness, species
abundance and detection probabilities have all been used to compare results between
point count surveys and recorded surveys (Haselmayer and Quinn 2000, Alqeuzar and
Machado 2015, Hobson et al. 2002, Celis-Murillo et al. 2009).
Multiple studies that have researched the use of ARUs identify various issues that
arise when using ARUs to collect data. The lack of ability to accurately identify distances
of detections from recorded surveys is a commonly recognized drawback of using ARUs
as a method for surveying songbirds (Hutto and Stutzman 2009, Celis-Murillo et al. 2009,
Haselmayer and Quinn 2000, Hobson et al. 2002). However, Scott et al. (1981) also point
out that accurately identifying the distance of a bird from a survey location during a point
count can also be difficult. Another drawback to using acoustic data to survey birds is the
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inability to use visual cues for detection; certain species are more likely to be detected by
humans during a point count because of their visual cues, or their song or call being
detected at distances that were too far away for an ARU to detect (Hutto and Stutzman
2009). In addition to difficulties with distance estimation, Hutto and Stutzman (2009) and
Hobson et al. (2002) also found that accurately identifying multiple individuals of the
same species off of recorded surveys can be difficult. To address this, Hutto and
Stutzman (2009) combined data collected by human observers to only include the one
closest detection of each species at a point, and then merged this data with the ARU data.
By doing this, each species detected by either survey method was only listed once for an
individual survey point. Habitat type, weather conditions and background noise, and the
birds position and call strength can also alter the ability of an ARU to detect birds that are
present but not vocalizing on a survey. (Kulaga and Budka 2019).
Although there are an increasing number of studies being done on the differences
between point count survey and ARU performance, there are few studies on the potential
variability among listeners transcribing the data collected from ARUs when manual
analysis techniques are being used. Research studies by Alldredge et al. (2007) and
Emlen and DeJong (1992) address the inherent variability in an individual’s hearing
abilities and factors that can affect songbird detection during point counts. To minimize
this variability among observers conducting point counts, Kepler and Scott (1981)
developed a 3-week training program that would provide qualified listeners with
adequate training to accurately identify bird species, and increase the comparability
between observers in the field during a given research study.
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However, this research only examines observer variability for point count surveys
and not listener variability when listening to and transcribing recorded surveys for data
analysis. In two separate studies that did compare listener variability when using ARUs,
the first found that listeners showed a “high level of similarity in species identification”,
specifically for the most abundant species (Rempel et al. 2005). The second study found
that listeners actually differed significantly in the mean number of species they reported,
but that there were similar numbers of species reported by field observers who had
conducted the point counts and the observers listening to the recordings (Campbell and
Francis 2011). There is a lack of research when it comes to comparing listeners who are
transcribing recorded survey data, and metrics such as the number of individual birds
detected, , abundance estimates, population size estimates and detection probabilities.
In this study, I simultaneously conducted point counts and ARU surveys at the
same location , creating a paired survey to determine if ARUs are an appropriate
replacement for point count surveys. In addition to exploring the differences between
point count and ARU surveys, I analyzed how multiple listeners vary in their
interpretation of recorded surveys in hopes to provide more informed research on the
subject. Specifically, I compared the number of species, number of individual birds,
number of birds considered distant, mean number of counts of focal species, corrected
abundance estimates for focal species, and detectability of focal species between point
count surveys and ARUs, among four observers using two listening protocols and among
three habitat types. The findings of this study will contribute to the current research that
has been done on the comparison of survey methods used for collecting songbird data,
and on the potential variability between listeners transcribing acoustic data. Results will
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also potentially indicate whether or not ARUs can reliably be used in place of point
counts in certain habitat types in post-disturbance areas, and if listeners produce different
results when using one listening protocol over another to transcribe recorded surveys.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Study Area and Point Count Locations
The study was undertaken in the Brimfield State Forest and on adjacent private
lands located in the towns of Brimfield, Monson, and Wales, Massachusetts, in the
southern central part of the state (Fig. 2). The Brimfield State Forest is made up of
approximately 3,523 acres of forest managed by the Massachusetts Department of
Conservation and Recreation (DCR). The forest in the study area is composed of mixed
hardwoods, forest shrub species and wetland plants around pond areas. There are small
creeks, ponds, low wetlands, higher elevation forest, and steep rock faces within this area.
In June of 2011 a tornado cut a path through the northern portion of the forest,
which can still be seen in satellite images at the time of writing. The tornado was 1.6
kilometers wide by the time it moved through Brimfield, damaging not only a large area
of forest, but many homes and properties in its path. There are still large areas of stripped
hillsides made up of a combination of dead standing trees, fallen debris, and now eight
years’ worth of undergrowth in the area.
The area of Brimfield State Forest and the adjacent parcels of land that were
surveyed are classified into three categories: forested, damaged and salvaged. The
forested areas were not damaged by the tornado and serve as the control habitat type for
this study. Damaged areas were characterized by many large downed trees and thick
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understory from forest regeneration and eight years of shrubby regrowth. This damaged
area represents disturbed areas of the forest as it recovers without any outside
management. In contrast, on salvaged areas fallen trees had been removed leaving almost
no canopy cover. The understory consisted of dense regrowth, but at some sites there
were areas mechanically cleared of all vegetation.
Eighty-one survey points were surveyed by Massachusetts Division of Fish and
Wildlife personnel during the summer field seasons of 2012, 2013, and 2014. There were
30 points in undamaged forest, 29 points in damaged forest, and 22 survey points in
salvaged forest. In 2016, I surveyed 20 of the 81 points one time each with a point count
and an ARU, creating 20 paired surveys of simultaneous point counts and ARU
recordings (sixteen control points and four damage points). In 2017, I surveyed 74 of the
81 points one time each with a point count and an ARU, creating an additional 74 paired
surveys (27 control points, 25 damage points and 22 salvage points). This yielded a total
of 94 paired surveys.

2.2.2 Point Count Methods
I conducted 10-minute point counts during which I recorded all birds heard or
seen by species. Each point count was 10 minutes in length, and divided into three time
intervals: 0-3 min, ≥3-5 min, ≥5-10 min. Each individual bird, the interval in which it
was detected, and whether I considered it “distant” (outside of a 50m distance) or not
distant (within a 50m distance). If the individual was detected in multiple time intervals,
it was recorded as an additional detection of that individual, but not an additional
individual/species being detected. Other variables recorded at each point were date,
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survey start time, temperature, background noise level, cloud cover, observer and habitat
type. Surveys were conducted in July and August of 2016 and in June, July, August and
early September of 2017, between the hours of 6am and 12pm. Surveys were not
conducted during rainy periods or periods with high winds.

2.2.3 ARU Description
To collect audio recordings, I used Wildlife Acoustics Song Meter Automated
Audio Recorders (SM2+). During each survey, the recording unit was turned on and
placed either on the ground or on top of a downed log or stump (Furnas and Callas,
2015). At the beginning of each recording, I verbally stated the date, habitat type and
point number. I started the recording at the same time I started the 10 minute point count
and ended the recording period as soon as the survey was over. The time was preprogrammed in the recording unit, which also provided another way to ‘match’ up the
recorded surveys with the point counts during analyses. This method of manually starting
and stopping the recording unit for each survey created individually recorded tracks that I
later reviewed and transcribed (Alquezar and Machado 2015). To transcribe recordings, I
listened to the tracks with head phones without stopping or rewinding to mimic an actual
10-minute point count survey (Venier et al. 2012).
2.2.4 Listener Selection and Recorded Survey Randomization
To assess variability among listeners, audio recordings recorded by Massachusetts
Division of Fish and Wildlife personnel in 2014 were transcribed by four listeners who
were proficient at bird identification by sound and who are familiar with the bird species
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that occupy the habitat types in which the recordings were made (Rempel et al. 2005). All
listeners had ≥ 5 years of experience as professional or recreational birders and/or had
completed at least 4 seasons surveying birds with point counts. I randomly selected 30
recordings from 62 surveyed points, and listeners transcribed these same recordings by
listening to them one time through as described above.
Listeners were asked to record the species heard, individual birds, sound type
(song or call), the time interval in which the detection occurred (0-3 min, ≥3-5 min, or
≥5-10 min), and whether or not they considered the bird to be distant (≥50 m. from the
recorder) or not distant (≤ 50 m. from the recorder).
2.2.5 Listening Protocols
There are two listening protocols that listeners employed. The first protocol
(hereafter “ protocol 1”) aimed to mimic an actual point count being conducted
(Campbell and Francis 2011). Using protocol 1, observers listened to each track one time
without stopping or pausing, and recorded bird detections as described above.
The use of protocol 1 was intended to assess differences between point counts and
ARUs related to detection or distance estimation, however another difference between
point counts and ARUs is that when using an ARU it is possible to replay a recorded
track and use outside sources to identify all species on the survey (Thompson et al. 2017).
To gauge the advantages of allowing listeners to review tracks, I used a second protocol
(protocol 2), where listeners were assigned 6 randomly selected tracks and allowed to
listen to each track until they felt that they had accurately identified all of the species on
the track. They were allowed to stop, rewind, and repeat the track, as well as use outside
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sources to identify the species singing or calling. Song and calls were assigned to the
same time intervals and distance classes as in protocol 1. The use of this protocol was
intended to identify advantages of ARUs associated with the ability to review a
permanent record of a point count

2.2.6 Statistical Analysis
The following metrics were used to compare the performance of point count
versus ARUs, analyze differeces among transcribers, and differences between
transcription protocols: number of species, number of individual birds, number of birds
classified as distant, mean counts of birds by species (uncorrected), estimates of
abundance (corrected) for each species from time-to-detection models, and detectability
from time to detection models. To compare point counts versus ARUs, I used the data
collected during 2016 and 2017. To compare differences among transcribers, I used
recorded survey data collected in 2014 by Massachusetts Division of Fish and Wildlife . I
also used a subsest of the 2014 data to determine whether there were differences between
transcription protocols.
All of these analyses were conducted for all habitats combined (forest, damage,
salvage) in order to illustrate differences among these methods and protocols. However,
since the ultimate measure of the effectiveness of a methodology is how its use affects
the detection of differences among habitat or other environmental conditions, these
analyses were additionally conducted among the three habitats. Therefore, I also
compared these metrics among habitats to determine whether any differences between
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protocols would have resulted in a different conclusion with respect to the impacts of
tornado damage and salvage on bird communities.
To calculate detection probabilities and corrected abundance estimates for each
species, I used a time interval removal (time to detection) model developed by
Farnsworth et al. (2002) (Celis-Murillo et al. 2009, Thompson et al. 2017, Van
Wilgenburg et al. 2017). This removal model is specifically for point count survey data,
and requires the counts to be divided into time intervals. All of my datasets indicate the
time interval in which an individual bird is detected during the 10 minute point count or
recorded survey, which enables me to calculate the numbers of birds first detected in each
of the three time intervals. The model takes the number of birds first observed in the 1st
interval, first observed in the second interval, and first observed in the third interval and
uses a maximum-likelihood estimator for the detectability of birds recorded during point
counts. The model divides the birds that were detected during the point count survey into
two groups: birds that are easily detected and birds that are more difficult to detect. The
probability that a randomly selected bird is a member of the second group and the
probability of failing to detect a bird from the second group within the first minute are
defined as c and q, respectively. It is assumed that all birds in the first group will be
recorded within the first time interval if they are present. Subsequent probabilities are
calculated for whether birds from each group will be detected or not detected in each
interval, and then the estimates for c and q that maximize the developed likelihood
function. Two estimators for detection probability, a model that incorporates
heterogeneity (variation in the detectability within the group of birds sampled) and one
that does not, are compared and the model with the lower Akaike Information Criterion
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(AIC) value is reparameterized. A likelihood ratio test is performed on the two models to
determine if there is a statistically significant difference between the two models. Results
from this reparameterized model include estimates for detectability, population and
density if applicable, with standard errors (Farnsworth et al. 2002). Because I used
unlimited-distance point counts, the outputs are corrected for birds present but not
detected, but are not technically density estimates. For that reason, I refer to these values
as “abundance” (corrected counts, corrected abundance) estimates to distinguish them
from the uncorrected point counts or uncorrected abundance estimates.
Detection probabilities and corrected abundance estimates were calculated using
this removal model for selected species for point counts, recorded surveys by habitat
type, and the recorded surveys transcribed by listeners under both listening protocols.
This method requires the surveyor to keep track of individual birds in each time interval
during the 10 minute survey, and it is assumed that this can be done accurately from
ARU data for the purposes of this and other studies. This analysis was not done across
habitat types for listeners using both listening protocols because once the data were
divided among habitat types there were not enough first detections by interval to produce
numerical results from the model.
Analyses of mean counts from uncorrected point count or recorded survey data,
abundance estimates and detection probabilities were restricted to species that occurred
on >10% of point counts or recorded surveys, and any species from that selection that did
not occur on both point counts and ARUs, or were not identified on recorded surveys by
all four listeners were removed from the data set. Species were removed in this manner so
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that the same species could be compared between both survey methods, or among all four
listeners (Appendix 1).
I used a Shapiro-Wilk test to determine whether number of species detected,
number of individual birds detected and number of birds considered distant were
normally distributed (P > 0.05) for both survey methods and for the results of the
listeners’ transcription of recorded surveys using both listening protocols. Normally
distributed data with two sample groups were compared using a paired t-test (Alquezar
and Machado 2015), and non-normally distributed data with two sample groups were
compared using a Wilcoxon Rank Sum test (Haselmayer and Quinn 2000). Normally
distributed data with more than two sample groups were compared using a one way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) (Hutto and Stutzman 2009), and non-normally distributed
data with more than two sample groups were compared with Kruskal-Wallis tests
(Haselmayer and Quinn, 2000). Differences between methods, listeners and habitat types
for each analysis were considered statistically significant if a P value of < 0.05 was
observed in results from a paired t-test, Wilcoxon Rank Sum test, an ANOVA or a
Kruskal-Wallis test.
After initially analyzing results from protocol 1 and results from protocol 2
separately, I realized that comparing them when they had two different sample sizes
might not produce an appropriate comparison of transcription protocols. I selected only
the same 6 recordings that each listener transcribed using protocol 2 from their protocol 1
results and analyzed only those 6 points. I used the same methodology described above to
analyze this smaller sample of recordings that listeners transcribed using protocol one to
compare those results with the same sample of recordings that they had transcribed using
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protocol 2. All analyses were conducted using RStudio (RStudio Team 2018), and
statistical significance was assessed at the 0.05 critical value.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Comparison of point counts and ARUs
I conducted a total of 74 point count surveys in mid to late summer of 2016 and
2017, during which I simultaneously operated an ARU at the same 74 survey points.
Three recorded tracks were omitted due to equipment malfunction. Twenty-seven of
these paired surveys were in forested habitat, 25 were in damaged habitat, and 20 were in
salvaged habitat. Twenty-three species occurred on ≥ 10 percent of point count or
recorded surveys (Appendix 1).
There was no significant difference between point counts and ARUs in the
number of species detected (W = 2615.5, P = 0.70; 10.6 and 10.2 species, point counts
and ARUs respectively), or the number of individual birds detected (W = 2769.5, P =
0.31; 16.4 and 15.2 individuals, point counts and ARUs respectively). However, there
were more birds classified as distant on recorded surveys from ARUs than observer point
counts (W = 986, P = <0.001; 1.7 and 4.3 distant individuals, point counts and ARUs
respectively; Fig. 3).
Both point counts and ARUs indicated there were more species and more
individual birds in salvaged sites than either damaged or control sites (Table 3).
However, the analyses of point counts indicated the number of birds considered distant
was lower in damaged sites and higher in salvaged and control sites, whereas analyses of
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ARUs indicated the number of species considered distant was equal in damaged and
salvaged sites and greater in control sites (Table 1, Fig. 4).
Analyses of uncorrected data from point counts and ARUs both indicated that the
same 17 species differed among habitat types, and the same four species did not differ
among habitat types (American crow(Corvus brachyrhynchos), American goldfinch
(Spinus tristis), black-and-white warbler (Mniotilta varia), and cedar waxwing
(Bombycilla cedrorum); Table 1). Thus, of all 23 species analyzed, 61% of the patterns
among habitats were the same for both analyses of point counts and ARUs. An analysis
of American robin (Turdus migratorius) and chipping sparrow (Spizella passerina)
showed no significant differences in occurrence among habitats using the ARU survey
data, but differences were documented with the point count data. Chestnut-sided warbler
(Setophaga pensylvanica), common yellowthroat (Geothlypis trichas) and prairie warbler
(Setophaga discolor), all early successional species, showed higher abundances in
salvage areas when compared to damage areas in for data collected by point counts and
ARUs. Significant differences in uncorrected abundance estimates among habitat types
for both survey methods indicate changes in bird communities among habitat types
created by disturbance (Table 1).
Analyses of corrected data from point counts and ARUs both indicated that the
same seven species differed among habitat types, and the same four species did not differ
among habitats (Table 2). However, three species exhibited differences among habitats
only in analyses of point count data, and five species exhibited differences among
habitats only in analyses of ARUs. Thus, of all 23 species analyzed, 48% of the patterns
among habitats were the same for both analyses of point counts and ARUs. Corrected
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abundance estimates from ARUs indicated that 16 of 23 species differed among habitat
types. American crow, common yellowthroat, chestnut-sided warbler, mourning dove
(Zenaida macroura), prairie warbler and song sparrow (Turdus philomelos) all showed
higher abundance estimates in salvage habitat for both survey methods. Black-capped
chickadee (Poecile atricapillus), eastern wood-pewee (Contopus virens), ovenbird
(Seiurus aurocapilla) and red-eyed vireo (Vireo olivaceus) showed higher abundance
estimates in forest habitat for both survey methods. Eastern towhee (Pipilo
erythrophthalmus) showed higher abundance estimates in damage habitat for both survey
methods (Table 2). Detection probabilities for survey methods only differed among
habitats for one species, the brown creeper, and this pattern was only apparent for point
counts (Table 3).

2.3.2 Comparison of listeners
Analyses of listeners’ results using listening protocol 1 indicated that there were
no significant differences among listeners in the number of species detected (Table 4).
There were significant differences among listeners in the number of individual birds
detected and the number of birds considered distant (Table 4, Fig. 5).
There were no differences in the number of species detected among listeners in
any habitat type (χ2(3) = 1.04, P = 0.79, χ2(3) = 2.15, P = 0.54 and F3= 2.31, P = 0.09), or in
the number of individual birds detected in damage and forest areas (χ2(3) = 2.93, P = 0.40
and χ2(3) = 5.96, P = 0.11). However, there was a significant difference among listeners in
the number of individual birds detected in salvage areas (F3 = 3.05, P = 0.04), and a
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significant difference in the number of birds classified as distant in damage, salvage and
forest habitats (P < 0.001).
When each listener’s data were analyzed individually among habitat type, there
were no differences in the number of species, birds or distant birds detected between
habitat types for each listener except for listener 2, who detected more species in salvage
habitat than damage or forest (F2 = 4.01, P = 0.03).
Comparison of uncorrected recorded survey count data indicated that listener 1
showed significant differences in uncorrected abundance estimates among habitats for 13
species, listener 2’s results showed significant differences for 14 species, listener 3’s
results showed significant differences for 12 species, and listener 4’s results showed
significant differences for 13 species (Table 5). Nine of those species showed the same
patterns among habitat types for all 4 listeners: common yellowthroat, chestnut-sided
warbler, eastern towhee, eastern wood-pewee, indigo bunting (Passerina cyanea),
ovenbird, prairie warbler, red-eyed vireo and song sparrow. Patterns in abundance among
habitats of eight other species differed among listeners: black-and-white warbler, eastern
whip-poor-will (Antrostomus vociferus), field sparrow (Spizella pusilla), gray catbird
(Dumetella carolinensis), mourning dove, scarlet tanager (Piranga olivacea), veery
(Catharus fuscescens), and wood thrush (Hylocichla mustelina) (Table 5).
Corrected abundance estimates were calculated using the time removal model, but
were not calculated down to habitat type because there were not enough detections per
species in the first time interval in each habitat type for each listener from my small
sample size. However, abundance estimates for 14 species differed between listeners:
American crow, American robin, black-and-white warbler, black-capped chickadee,
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common yellowthroat, chestnut-sided warbler, eastern towhee, eastern wood-pewee,
eastern whip-poor-will, gray catbird, indigo bunting, northern cardinal (Cardinalis
cardinalis), scarlet tanager and song sparrow (Table 6). Blue jay (Cyanocitta cristata),
field sparrow, mourning dove, ovenbird, prairie warbler, red-eyed vireo, tufted titmouse
(Baeolophus bicolor), veery and wood thrush did not differ between listeners. Detection
probabilities differed among listeners for only one species, American crow. Detectability
for this species differed between listener 2 (0.49) and listener 4 (0.98) as indicated by
non-overlap of 95% confidence intervals (Table 7).

2.3.3 Comparison of protocol 1 and protocol 2
Analyses of overall results between protocol 1 and protocol 2 for the same six
recordings indicated that there were no significant differences in the number of species
detected (t23 = -1.02, P = 0.32), the number of individual birds detected (t23 = -0.81, P =
0.43) or the number of birds considered distant (W = 236.5, P = 0.29) by each protocol
(Table 8). Although no significant differences were observed, protocol 2 detected
between 0.92 and 1.3 more species, individual birds and distant birds overall.
Analyses of listeners’ results when transcribing the same six recordings by
listening to the one time through and having the ability to repeat the as many times as
necessary indicated that there were no differences in the number of species, number of
individual birds and the number of distant birds detected between listening protocols for
all listeners (Table 9). Although it was not indicated as a significant difference, listener 2
did detect ~3 more distant birds using protocol 2 than when using protocol 1.
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Comparison of uncorrected abundance estimates among habitat types using both
protocols for the same six surveys showed no significant differences in abundance
estimates for species among habitats for any listeners using either protocol, except that
listener 3 estimated abundance for American crow to be higher in damage habitat than in
salvage and forest habitat using protocol 2 (χ2(2) = 13.88, P = 0.031) (Table 10). Listener
3 did not detect American crow on ≥ 10% of surveys when using protocol 1, so there are
no abundance estimates for that protocol. Detection probabilities were not compared
between listening protocols because of insufficient sample size.

2.4 Discussion
The findings from my research on two different survey methods are consistent
with previous research that has been done where human observers conducting point
counts were compared with the use of an automated recording unit. Haselmayer and
Quinn (2000), Venier et al. (2012), Alquezar and Machado (2015), Holmes et al. (2014)
and Celis-Murillo (2012) all found that human observers and ARUs performed equally in
detecting similar numbers of individuals, and estimating species richness and abundance.
My results indicated that ARUs performed at least as well as point counts (Holmes et al.
2014) in detecting species, numbers of individual birds, estimating abundance and
detection probabilities.
In contrast to my results, a number of previous studies that reported differences
between point counts and ARUs, Acevedo and Villanueva-Rivera (2006) considered
ARUs to be the better survey method because they identified more species than point
count surveys at each site, and because they improved the quality and quantity of data
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that were collected. Celis-Murrillo et al. (2009) found that using ARUs produced higher
detection probabilities of species, were better at detecting more rare species that
vocalized infrequently, and that ARUs detected species earlier in the survey than a human
observer conducting a point count. Hutto and Stutzman (2009) found the opposite, and
indicated that point counts detected a higher average number of species per survey point
than ARUs.
The consistency between point count surveys and ARUs in overall bird numbers
was reflected in differences in species among habitat types, showing consistent
differences in post-disturbance habitats that have either not been impacted, have been
impacted or have been salvaged logged. These comparisons showed that several early
successional species, (chestnut-sided warbler, common yellowthroat and prairie warbler,
eastern towhee, gray catbird, song sparrow) as well as two species that also utilize
shrubland habitat but are not considered obligate shrubland species (blue jay, mourning
dove; Schlossberg and King 2007) all showed higher estimates of abundance in salvage
and/or damage habitats. The higher abundance estimates for species that utilize early
successional, forest edge, or open woodland areas in damage and salvage habitat was
expected for these disturbance-dependent species, who are known to be obligate
inhabitants of open-canopy conditions created by disturbance and after salvage logging
post-disturbance (King and Schlossberg 2014, Hanberry and Thompson 2019).
Two early successional species, chestnut-sided warbler and prairie warbler, and 4
species that utilize edges of forest or open woodlands (blue jay, gray catbird, mourning
dove and song sparrow), showed higher detection probabilities in salvage and/or damage
habitats using both survey methods (Table 4). Differences in detection between habitat
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types are expected because of forest structure, open areas and the height and position
within habitats that a bird is vocalizing from (Marten and Marler 1977). Bibby and
Buckland (1987) reported that detectibility of birds in Scotland declined with succession
as the result of increased vegetation height, and thus numbers of birds were
underestimated in later successional stages. Higher detection probabilities were not the
cause of greater numbers of birds in damaged and salvages sites in our study, however,
since the species that exhibited these differences were all species that would not be
expected to occur in closed-canopy forest (Schlossberg and King 2007).
My finding that detection probabilities between survey methods did not differ is
in contrast to what Celis-Murillo et al. (2009) determined, as they concluded that the
probability of detecting birds was higher when listening to recorded surveys in a
laboratory setting. Klingbeil and Willig (2015) used two approaches for evaluating ARU
performance, one which compared point count data collected from two visits to a site
with a subset of recordings that were collected daily for 50 days during the survey season.
The second approach used the same strategy used in my study, comparing species
identified during a point count and simultaneously recorded survey.
Although Klingbeil and Willig (2015) found that more species were detected by point
counts than ARUs when using both of their survey approaches, they found that ARUs
produced greater estimates of species richness at survey sites when collecting data at the
same sites throughout the entire field season. They felt that ARUs being deployed for
extended periods of time as opposed to only being used once during single visits would
strengthen their potential benefits over using a point count survey to collect bird survey
data only once or twice at a site per field season.
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A possible reason that detection probabilities did not differ between survey
methods in my study is because I transcribed the acoustic data in the same manner as a
point count, by listening to it once without stopping. Celis-Murillo et al. (2009) allowed
listeners to replay parts or all of the recorded survey, making it more likely that they
would detect a vocalizing bird on a survey. I compared abundance and species richness
between recordings that were transcribed listening through just once as I did, with those
that were re-listened to multiple times, however I did not have the sufficient sample sizes
to calculate and compare detection probabilities between the protocols. However, I did
not observe differences in the number of species or individuals detected between these
protocols in my study, suggesting that even if there were differences in detectability
between the two methods, it did not significantly affect my abundance estimates. In
contrast to my results, Campbell and Francis (2011) determined that there were
significant differences among listeners when they were asked to identify the number of
species heard on the same 20 recordings. The average number of species reported varied
significantly between 7.8 and 10.6 species, and the number of confirmed
misidentifications differed significantly between listeners from 0.9 to 2.0
misidentifications per site. With a listener identifying up to 35% more species than other
listeners did, Campbell and Francis (2011) noted that observer effects need to be
considered in analysis of transcribed recorded data, just like what is done for point count
data.
I did not observe any significant differences among listeners in the number of
species detected, which is consistent with a previous research study that used multiple
listeners to transcribe the same recorded surveys to estimate species richness and
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abundance from those results (Rempel et al. 2005). Rempel et al. (2005) found that
listeners showed high levels of similarity between them when identifying the 34 most
abundant species from their recordings. However, despite these overall similarities the
number of individual birds and number of distant birds detected differed significantly
among listeners in my study. On average, listeners 1 and 3 detected more individual birds
per survey than listeners 2 and 4, and listeners 3 and 4 indicated that more birds were
distant when compared to listeners 1 and 2. Furthermore, although listeners showed the
same patterns of analysis for uncorrected abundance estimates for nine species,
abundance estimates for eight species differed among listeners. Results from corrected
abundance estimates using the time removal model also showed that nine species had
similar estimates among listeners, but there were differences in abundance estimates for
fourteen species among listeners. These results highlight a discrepancy among listeners in
estimating distance and in turn, abundance, when transcribing acoustic data from ARUs,
which is consistent with research done by Haselmayer and Quinn (2000), Klingbeil and
Willig (2015) and Alquezar and Machado (2015).
Since detection probabilities derived from using the time removal only differed
for one species, with all other species showing similar levels of detection for all listeners,
it is not clear why there were so many differences among listeners in abundance estimates
from uncorrected and corrected counts. Differences in abundance estimates and detection
probabilities for certain species among listeners could be caused by a number of factors,
such as differences in hearing ability between listeners (Cyr 1981), problems with
recording quality (Alquezar and Machado 2015), or the listener’s level of skill with bird
call identification (Kepler and Scott 1981). Differences in listeners’ hearing ability, such
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as not being able to detect high pitched or low volume vocalizations, could affect results
if certain detections are missed. However, in my study all four listeners transcribed the
same recordings so recording quality would not have affected one listener differently than
another. Because there was still some variability in the average number of species,
number of individual birds and number of birds considered distant detected between
listeners and habitat types when listeners were analyzed individually, giving listeners a
sample or group of sample tracks to transcribe beforehand could identify potential
differences prior to transcribing the data. Interestingly, the species for which there was a
difference in detectability among listeners was the American crow, a relatively
conspicuous and noisy species, not with a more quiet or infrequent vocalizations.
In contrast to what I did in this study, focal species could be selected before
listeners are asked to transcribe recorded data and listeners could be evaluated on their
ability to detect the focal species on a number of different sample test tracks prior to
transcribing the recorded data. This could potentially help in familiarizing listeners with
the same group of focal species, and with the habitats the recorded surveys were collected
from (Kepler and Scott 1981), while minimizing the differences in average counts of
species and individual birds detected. While these methods that I have mentioned address
counts of species and numbers of individuals being counted, they do not necessarily
provide a way to deal with discrepancies in estimating distance. Distance estimation is a
fundamental deficiency of ARUs, and although training with recordings at known
distances would help to standardize this to an extent, birds’ ability to direct their calls
would be a limiting value of this kind of approach. Training selected transcribers prior to
listening to recorded data is another method that has been used to help decrease
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misidentifications or variability in results. I did not conduct specific training prior to
transcribing the data, as is suggested by Kepler and Scott (1981). Listeners were screened
based on their level of experience and expertise, and were furnished with a detailed
written protocol for how to transcribe the recordings. My results imply this may be
sufficient, or at least useful obtaining reliable results from transcribed ARU recordings.
Although prior mentioned studies have implemented one or both of the protocols I
employed in this study, no study to my knowledge has explicitly compared the results of
these two transcription protocols. By having listeners use both protocols on the same
sample of recordings, I was able to determine potential differences in the results each
protocol yielded. Although there were no overall significant differences in number of
species, abundance or number of distant individuals between protocols, when examining
the results from each individual listener, listeners 1 and 2 had slightly higher averages in
the number of species and birds detected when using protocol 2. However, listener 1 had
the same average number of distant birds using both protocols while listener two detected
more birds they considered distant using protocol 2. Listener 3 and 4 each had very
similar results for all three variables using both protocols. As mentioned above, higher
estimates when listening to a recording more than one time could suggest that certain
detections are missed when listening to a recording one time through, and that listening to
a recording as many times as need may improve the accuracy of identifying birds off of a
recording (Celis-Murillo et al. 2009).
When comparing abundance estimates from uncorrected counts, I found that for
some listeners protocol 1 yielded higher abundance estimates from uncorrected counts for
certain species, and for other species protocol 2 yielded higher abundance estimates for
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listeners. For some listeners’ estimates of species abundance at an individual survey
point, the difference between listening protocols was substantial: listener 3’s results
indicated that there was an estimate of 20.1 eastern towhees in damaged sites using
protocol 2, but only 4.48 in damage habitat using listening protocol 1. Furthermore, the
degree of discrepancy between these two protocols was likely underestimated in my
study, because the sample size for this particular analysis was relatively small, only 6
recordings per listener. I would note that when listeners’ abundance estimates for
individual species among habitat types that there is only approximately 50% agreement in
abundance estimates for certain species. This difference between protocols in estimates
for certain species is worth pointing out as it has a direct impact on the results of a study
using either one of these methods to transcribe acoustic data. Researchers may benefit
from using at least two listeners for either protocol, enabling them to compare the
similarities or differences in their transcription results to assess potential large
inconsistencies such as the estimates of eastern towhees in my protocol analysis.
The majority of my findings indicate that point count surveys and ARUs are
comparable survey methods, and there is little variability among listeners transcribing
acoustic data for overall metrics including the number of species, individuals and distant
birds detected. I think that the four listeners in my study were so similar in the number of
species and individual birds they detected because they are all very skilled in songbird
identification and have five or more years of professional birding experience. However, I
feel that the finding of consistent differences in the number of birds considered distant
between survey methods, among listeners, and among habitat types suggests that
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accurately estimating the distance of vocalizing birds from recorded surveys is a
limitation to using ARUs to conduct bird surveys.
Persistent differences in distance estimation supports the claims from multiple
other studies that accurate and consistent distance estimation from audio data is difficult,
and potentially not possible (Hobson et al. 2002, Hutto and Stuztman 2009, Haselmayer
and Quinn 2000, Kulaga and Budka 2019). Hobson et al. (2002) noted that they were
concerned with the inability to assess the distance over which recorded surveys were
created during a survey period, which in turn would affect the ability to calculate accurate
abundance estimates from audio data. They also reasoned that even an ‘expert’
transcribing the recorded data in the lab would have trouble accurately estimating
distances to birds singing on the recording. Hutto and Stutzman (2009) found that human
observers could detect birds at greater distances than ARUs could, with more than half
(52.7%) of the detections identified by human observers only being birds that were too
distant for ARUs to pick up. Haselmayer and Quinn (2000) noted that 22 species were
detected by point counts but not by ARUs, with 4 of those species considered as rare
species that were detected at distances too far for an ARU to detect. Lastly, Kulaga and
Budka (2019) were concerned about the ability to calculate or compare abundance
estimates of species because of the inability to gauge distances at which birds were
singing from a recorded survey. They also note that different species will be detected at
different distances in general, and that an ARU will detect species at different distances
depending on the habitat type being surveyed.
If a researcher or manager intends to use ARUs to collect data and has a research
question related to accurately identifying the distances of detected birds, they should
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incorporate a method that helps to standardize distance estimates or defines the farthest
distance at which ARUs can accurately identify detections from recorded surveys. Schiek
(1997) studied 9 species and the detection of their vocalizations at 50 m and 100 m in
four forest habitats, and found that 73% of vocalizations that were detected at 50 m were
not detected at 100 m. He also found that 6 of the 9 focal species had at least one missed
detection at 100 m and 2 of the 9 focal species had less than 50% of their vocalizations
detected at 100 m. Schiek (1997) suggested that a 50 m detection radius seems practical
for increasing detections but perhaps on the conservative side, as Emlen and DeJong
(1992) suggested a 75 m radius is also appropriate. Schiek (1997) also suggested that if
there is a survey radius of greater than 50 m that comparison between habitat types
should be examined carefully because of the potential bias in detection rates. Although
there were no significant differences in detection probabilities between methods in my
study, bias between habitat types could still be present because distance of each detection
was only estimated.
Another method used for gauging the distances at which ARUs can detect
vocalizations includes using test recordings prior to conducting the study and collecting
data. Darras et al. (2018) developed a method for successfully estimating bird detection
distances from sound recordings, which included using a recording of reference test
sounds played at different known distances. Using this reference test, they were able to
estimate bird detection distances from sound recordings and showed that it was possible
to not only accurately estimate bird detection distances but also to standardize detection
ranges in sound recordings. Yip et al. (2017) also recognized that estimating distances of
birds in point counts and from ARU recordings can be difficult and often inaccurate.
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However, instead of using the same method of a distance based reference test like Darras
et al. (2018), an alternative method was used that included playing recordings at a limited
number of distances but at different volumes. This provided a way to quantify the
relationship between volume and distance for different species, and shows that all ARUs
being used are calibrated to an acknowledged standard. One thing that a distance based
reference test like this might not correct for is the direction that a bird is facing when
vocalizing; if a bird is facing the survey point it will sound closer than a bird facing away
from the survey point even if both birds are the same distance away. Individual birds can
also change the strength of their vocalizations, which will also alter how close or far a
bird sounds from a survey location.
Although my findings from this study indicate that there is little difference
between survey methods, multiple listeners transcribing recorded data and the use of
different listening protocols overall, there are a few limitations that I discovered while
beginning to process and complete analysis of my data. The first limitation that I noticed
when analyzing data from listeners using both listening protocols was that I felt that my
sample size for each protocol was not large enough. I expected to see more differences
between listeners individually, and between the two listening protocols, and I question
whether a larger sample size would still have similar patterns in analysis as my current
results or if more differences would occur. When using the time removal model to
calculate corrected abundances and detection probabilities, I was able to analyze each
listener overall, but could not further analyze each listener’s data by habitat type. I feel
that this was because the model assumes that detections decrease with each time interval,
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and once I separated listeners’ data by habitat type the sample sizes did not include
enough detections in the first time interval for each species to produce estimates.
Another limitation I found was the consistent difference in how many distant
birds each survey method and each listener detected. Previous studies note that these
differences could have been from a number of factors, including listener’s individual
hearing abilities, the quality of the recording, background noise on the recording, how
loudly or quietly an individual bird was singing during the survey, or where the ARU was
placed at the survey site. However, because listeners in my study all transcribed the same
recordings, many of these would not apply to my data. I used a combination of paired
surveys with recordings I created (for the method comparison), and recordings created in
previous years by other researchers, so there were already potential differences in the
ways in which the ARUs were placed and the recordings were created. To potentially
combat this and address distance estimate issues, a researcher could create all of their
own recorded surveys following the same procedures, and use only those ones to then test
between survey methods and listeners. Although this is what I did to compare survey
methods, an additional test could be done in the future prior to data collection to assess
distances at which ARUs can detect sounds.
Research on the differences in these two survey methods, as well as potential
variability in technicians transcribing recorded data, is important as this technology
becomes increasingly popular in the field of wildlife management and conservation. I
believe the results of this study are important because they indicate that autonomous
recording units provide a legitimate alternative survey method to a traditional point count
survey in terms of the data collected and results produced. This study also utilized three
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habitats that were sometimes in challenging terrain post-disturbance (damaged and
salvaged habitat), showing that ARUs could be used in comparable habitats that may be
difficult for point count technicians to access multiple times after a natural disturbance
like a tornado. Lastly, this study also highlights the similarities between results from
listeners who have comparable birding experience when transcribing recorded survey
data produced by ARUs. This is important because although an ARU can be placed out in
the field to collect audio survey data, a technician may potentially still have to manually
transcribe the data back in a lab setting once the ARU is collected. Listeners exhibiting
little to no differences in their data transcription indicates that using one or multiple
listeners to analyze acoustic data will not produce different results.

2.5 Conclusion and Management Implications
Many studies comparing point count surveys and autonomous recording units
explore the advantages or disadvantages of each method, and find that autonomous
recording units perform at least as well as or better than point count surveys. The results
of my study suggest that an autonomous recording unit would be an acceptable
alternative survey method to the traditional standardized point count. However, based on
my findings I would not recommend using them as a replacement for point counts for a
study interested in identifying or analyzing patterns in abundance or species richness at
specific distances are part of the study design or research goal.
While this may be specific to just my study, data collected in this study also
indicates that while there are similarities among listeners for certain metrics, there is also
a level of variability in terms of abundance estimates for certain species among listeners
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who transcribe recorded data, which is an important finding for managers to be informed
of if they are concerned with using multiple listeners to analyze acoustic data after
collection. Although there are other options for analyzing data such as visually analyzing
spectrograms of bird vocalizations, or using software that identifies species
automatically, many studies that have researched this topic still use technicians to
manually transcribe the data. My finding that using different listening protocols produced
the same results with regards to the number of species, individuals and distant birds
detected, also provides managers or researchers with options in how they could direct
their technicians to transcribe the data without concern that there may be large
differences in transcription results depending on how the acoustic data is transcribed.
Lastly, if there were differences in abundance estimates between habitat types, the
same differences were identified by both survey methods, listeners and protocols,
indicating that autonomous recording units can also be used in different habitat types and
either will provide similar results as point count surveys would, or listeners will produce
similar results when transcribing the data.
Overall, results from my study indicate that that point counts and ARUs
performed similarly, and yielded the same results with respect to habitat associations.
Researchers or managers interested in using ARUs as either a replacement to point counts
or in addition to point count surveys should be confident in their performance and ability
to collect comparable data to human observers. Lack of variability among listeners for
certain metrics suggests that in some studies one well-trained listener would be sufficient
in transcribing acoustic data collected by ARUs. However, I observed only a 50%
agreement among listeners in estimates of species abundance among habitat types,
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indicating that observer and listener effects affected the results of species abundance in
this study. Managers would want to take this in to consideration when adopting a
transcription method and analyzing acoustic data so that these effects are addressed. Two
different listening protocols did not yield significantly different results, demonstrating
that there does not seem to be an increased benefit to either re-listening to recorded
surveys or only listening to a recording one time. Only needing to listen to a recorded
survey one time through to accurately transcribe it will save time during the transcription
process which could potentially save researchers or managers money that would need to
be paid to transcribers. The main limitation I found in my results of comparing point
counts and ARUs, and assessing listener variability is the ability to estimate distances
from ARUs, and therefore accurately calculate abundance and density estimates. This
pattern was also observed in my point count data, and I feel that managers using either
method would benefit greatly from either training point count technicians on distance
estimation in the field, or running test recordings with set distances prior to deploying
ARUs and using them to train transcribers before they begin to listen to the collected
acoustic data.
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Table 1. Abundance estimates from uncorrected counts and significant differences in occurrence for both survey methods for
the 23 selected species, between each habitat type. Averages for species, individual birds and distant birds are also included.
Common letter superscripts indicate means that are not statistically different.
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Table 2. Abundance estimates from corrected counts using the time removal model between both survey methods for the 23
selected species, in each habitat type. Common letter superscripts indicate means that are not statistically different.
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Table 3. Detection probabilities from corrected counts using the time removal model between both survey methods for the 23
selected species, in each habitat type. Common letter superscripts indicate means that are not statistically different.
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Table 4. Mean number of species, mean number of birds, mean number of distant birds detected per survey among listeners
using protocol 1. Common letter superscripts indicate means that are not statistically different.

Protocol 1
L1

L2

L3

L4

df(2) χ2

P=

11 (0.74)

10.7 (0.68)

10.2 (0.63)

8.8 (0.95)

5.6

0.13

Mean Number of Birds

14.6 (1.05)a

11.5 (0.78)b

14.5 (0.89)a

11.7 (1.6)a

12.81

0.005

Mean Number of Distant Birds

1.2 (0.19)a

0.8 (0.22)a

6.3 (0.4)b

5.8 (0.8)b

79.38

<0.001

Mean Number of Species
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Table 5. Abundance estimates from uncorrected counts and significant differences in occurrence for all listeners using protocol
1 for the 23 selected species, between each habitat type. Averages for species, individual birds and distant birds are also
included. Common letter superscripts indicate means that are not statistically different.
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Table 6. Abundance estimates from corrected counts between all four listeners using listening protocol 1 for the 23 selected
species. Common letter superscripts indicate means that are not statistically different.
Species
American Crow
American Robin
Black-and-white Warbler
Black-capped Chickadee
Blue Jay
Common Yellowthroat
Chestnut-sided Warbler
Eastern Towhee
Eastern Wood-Pewee
Eastern Whip-poor-will
Field Sparrow
Gray Catbird
Indigo Bunting
Mourning Dove
Northern Cardinal
Ovenbird
Prairie Warbler
Red-eyed Vireo
Scarlet Tanager
Song Sparrow
Tufted Titmouse
Veery
Wood Thrush

Listener 1
0.23 (0.03)a
0.43 (0.02)ab
0.47 (0.01)ab
0.79 (0.26)ab
0.58 (0.35)
0.85 (0.01)ab
0.68 (0.10)ab
1.50 (0.04)a
0.31 (0.06)a
0.56 (1.55)a
0.52 (1.55)
0.55 (0.10)ab
0.54 (0.35)a
1.36 (0.09)
0.54 (0.08)ab
0.98 (0.73)
1.07 (0.12)
1.21 (2.19)
0.51 (0.02)ab
2.03 (3.09)a
0.18 (0.06)
1.59 (0.26)
0.31 (0.06)

Listener 2
0.49 (0.16)b
0.60 (1.55)a
0.62 (0.35)a
0.79 (0.26)ab
0.54 (0.35)
0.85 (0.02)ab
0.40 (0.06)ac
0.91 (0.06)b
0.23 (0.06)ab
0.30 (0.002)ab
0.52 (1.55)
0.49 (0.35)a
0.56 (1.55)a
1.36 (0.09)
0.54 (0.08)ab
0.71 (0.35)
1.07 (0.12)
1.21 (2.19)
0.51 (0.02)ab
1.85 (0.06)ab
0.18 (0.06)
1.59 (0.26)
0.27 (0.06)
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Listener 3
0.90 (0.49)b
0.96 (0.35)ac
0.66 (0.06)ac
1.07 (0.73)a
0.91 (2.19)
1.60 (2.68)a
0.97 (0.07)ad
2.08 (0.01)c
0.40 (0.06)ac
0.44 (0.06)a
0.45 (0.35)
1.39 (2.68)a
0.22 (0.02)ab
1.40 (0.41)
0.54 (0.35)a
0.62 (0.08)
1.09 (0.24)
0.62 (0.08)
0.37 (0.08)ac
0.72 (0.02)ac
0.13 (1.03)
1.21 (0.26)
0.31 (0.06)

Listener 4
0.22 (0.02)a
0.23 (0.06)ad
0.58 (0.08)ac
0.45 (0.08)ac
0.60 (1.55)
0.77 (0.03)ac
0.82 (0.49)a
1.23 (0.08)d
0.23 (0.06)a
0.30 (0.002)ab
0.34 (0.01)
0.73 (0.02)ac
0.50 (0.10)ac
1.04 (2.19)
0.18 (0.06)ac
0.77 (0.72)
1.03 (0.49)
0.45 (0.35)
0.68 (0.72)a
0.80 (0.23)ac
0.18 (0.06)
1.65 (3.09)
0.23 (0.06)

Table 7. Detection probabilities from corrected counts between all four listeners using listening protocol 1 for the 23 selected
species. Common letter superscripts indicate means that are not statistically different.
Species
American Crow

Listener 1
0.93 (20.2)

abc

Listener 2
0.49 (0.16)

Listener 3
a

0.75 (0.40)

ab

Listener 4
0.98 (0.05)bc

American Robin
Black-and-white Warbler
Black-capped Chickadee

0.99 (0.03)
1.00 (0.01)
0.86 (0.27)

0.63 (1.62)
0.82 (0.45)
0.86 (0.27)

0.88 (0.32)
0.97 (0.07)
0.76 (0.51)

0.94 (0.22)
0.81 (0.35)
0.94 (0.16)

Blue Jay
Common Yellowthroat
Chestnut-sided Warbler

0.81 (0.47)
1.00 (0.003)
0.94 (0.13)

0.79 (0.50)
1.00 (0.01)
0.97 (0.13)

0.51 (1.23)
0.58 (0.97)
0.96 (0.06)

0.63 (1.62)
0.99 (0.02)
0.73 (0.43)

Eastern Towhee
Eastern Wood-Pewee
Eastern Whip-poor-will

0.99 (0.02)
0.96 (0.16)
0.60 (1.66)

0.98 (0.06)
0.94 (0.22)
1.00 (0)

1.00 (0.002)
0.97 (0.13)
0.97 (0.12)

0.96 (0.05)
0.94 (0.22)
1.00 (0)

Field Sparrow
Gray Catbird
Indigo Bunting

0.57 (1.70)
0.92 (0.15)
0.79 (0.50)

0.57 (1.70)
0.77 (0.53)
0.60 (1.66)

0.75 (0.57)
0.52 (1.00)
0.98 (0.05)

1.00 (0.007)
0.99 (0.02)
0.92 (0.17)

Mourning Dove
Northern Cardinal
Ovenbird

0.97 (0.05)
0.95 (0.13)
0.74 (0.54)

0.97 (0.05)
0.95 (0.13)
0.84 (0.41)

0.85 (0.24)
0.79 (0.50)
0.96 (0.12)

0.57 (1.20)
0.92 (0.27)
0.66 (0.61)

Prairie Warbler
Red-eyed Vireo
Scarlet Tanager

0.95 (0.09)
0.63 (1.14)
0.99 (0.02)

0.95 (0.09)
0.63 (1.14)
0.99 (0.02)

0.89 (0.19)
0.96 (0.12)
0.92 (0.19)

0.78 (0.37)
0.75 (0.57)
0.62 (0.65)

Song Sparrow
Tufted Titmouse
Veery

0.56 (0.85)
0.92 (0.27)
0.93 (0.15)

0.64 (0.92)
0.92 (0.27)
0.93 (0.15)

0.99 (0.02)
1.00 (8.12)
0.96 (0.16)

0.84 (0.23)
0.92 (0.27)
0.46 (0.86)

Wood Thrush

0.96 (0.16)

0.95 (0.19)

0.90 (0.34)

0.94 (0.22)
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Table 8. Mean counts, mean number of species and mean number of distant birds detected per survey by protocol 1 and
protocol 2 for the same six recordings.

Protocol 1
Mean Number of Species

10.9 (0.78)

Mean Number of Birds

13.8 (1.15)

Mean Number of Distant Birds

3.3 (0.53)
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Protocol 2

df(5) t or W

P=

12.2 (0.83)

-1.02

0.32

15.1 (1.2)

-0.81

0.43

4.2 (0.59)

236.5

0.29

Table 9. Mean counts, mean number of species and mean number of distant birds detected per survey by listeners using
protocol 1 and protocol 2, for the same six recordings transcribed originally by protocol 2.
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Table 10. Comparison between protocols: abundance estimates from uncorrected counts for each listener using protocol 1 and
protocol 2. The same six recordings were compared between protocols in this analysis, for the 18 focal species analyzed for
protocol 2. Common letter superscripts indicate means that are not statistically different.
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62

63

64

Figure 1. Photo of the inside and set up of a Wildlife Acoustics SM2+ Autonomous Recording Unit

65

Figure 2. Map of study area in and around Brimfield State Forest in south central Massachusetts
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b
a

Figure 3. Results from comparing the number of species, individuals and distant birds detected by point counts and ARUs.
Common letter superscripts indicate means that are not statistically different.
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a
a

b

b

b

b
b

a
a

a

Figure 4. Results from comparing the number of species, individuals and distant birds detected by point counts and ARUs
among habitat type. Common letter superscripts indicate means that are not statistically different.
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b

a

b

a

Figure 5. Results from comparing the number of species, individuals and distant birds detected by listeners using listening
protocol 1. Common letter superscripts indicate means that are not statistically different
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APPENDIX
SPECIES THAT OCCURRED ON ≥10% OF SURVEYS FOR EACH ANALYSIS
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